
Flexing So Hard

Higher Brothers

I'm flexing so hard turning bank into stripper club
2 phone in my pocket I'm so lucky I get famous yah

My money too longer (woosh) I can't count it upI'm flexing so hard (bh I roll that I don't smoke 
that)???????????????

???type 3 ?????fk with my sh*t
I have an interesting soul just like my interesting flow

???????? I show you how I get bothUh yah what they talk what they talk
???I was broke look at me now I'm a pro

We gonna make a history ay
Girl come to give me a kiss ay

Who's your favorite rapper now
All the way higher gang Ma Si Wei

???????????????
???????????????
??????? ???????

????????? ???????
??????? ???????

Asia boy??????????????????????gentleman????????
???model?????????goyard???Versace

Vlone Bape Nike shoes I play, you watch
Friday ?? VIP ?? like me Psy.P

??????Spike Lee ?????I flexing so hard driving ??driving license woah
I flexing so hard my tooth ??? diamond

Yeah I'm a money tree
Who wanna be my neighborhood????Gucci bag

Rich like Gucci Mane
?????? ???????

???????
???????

????????????
Better me better me ??????

Family family enemy finally made me move to
??? Hills

Too many skills
Murder kills

Dollar dollar bills
Tell me how you feel

????
??????studio

?????? booty callI'm flexing so hard, what's the meaning?
????

????????
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?????????
????????? ?

??????girl ???????I keep it G
YouTube???beat
?? I can't believe

I'm ??? I'm interesting
I got melody and RMB

I'm Type 3 in da season 3
?????? ??Supreme
Your better know

My gang gang ????gang gang
Flexing flexing ????gang gang

???? ????gang gang
V.v.v.s.i.c.e?gang gangFlexing? You call this flexing?

All you do is listen to Higher Brothers all day.
How about you get a girlfriend, get a job,

save your money, come on now, that's flexing.I'm flexing so hard turning bank into stripper club
2 phone in my pocket I'm so lucky I get famous yah

My money too longer (woosh) I can't count it up
I'm flexing so hard (bh I roll that I don't smoke that)
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